S—Senate opposes athletic fee increase

By Joe Kartman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Senate Student has formally voiced opposition to a proposed $5 per student athletic fee increase.

The Senate, in a 13 to 2 vote, passed a resolution Wednesday opposing the increase after hearing reports from T. Richard Mager, vice president for development and services; Doug Weaver, director of men's athletics; and Charlotte West, director of women's athletics.

Dennis Sullivan, student president, invited Mager to present the proposed fee hike to the senate after Vice President of Administration George Mace asked for student input on the matter.

At a student fees meeting Monday, Mace said SIU President Warren W. Goepfert, a room into a dorm, sponsor of the resolution, said, "The fee increase was exorbitant and athletics should not be the top priority of the University, education should be." Students Senators Rich Lange, east side non-dorm, and Ken Markgraf, Thompson Point, voted in favor of the $5 increase.

Markgraf said he voted in favor of it because he believed that male and female athletes at SIU should be represented.

"Men and women athletes are willing to give their time and donate their efforts to make something work and are not given the resources to make it work, that's sad," Markgraf said.

Weaver told the senate that the current budget for the men's athletics program is $1,141,000 while the women's budget is $74,797.

Mager said that money generated from the proposed increase would be used to fund more women's athletics programs.

Lenny Swanson, east side community, asked if funds could be taken from the men's program to fund the women's.

Mager said that it could be done, but the result would be a drastic cutback in the men's athletic program and a reduction of scholarships available to SIU athletes.

"We want to provide equal access for women now," Mager said, "We want you to support the increase because it is the fair and equitable thing to do.

The senate also passed a resolution urging the Board of Trustees to approve the proposed student attorney program.

Forest Lightle, executive assistant to student president, told the Senate that the program would be funded by a $1 per student per semester refundable fee.

The program would provide a wide range of pre-paid legal services, Lightle said, in areas of civil law, landlord and consumer problems, property damage and criminal misdemeanors.

If the program is approved by the board, state Rep. Lightle said the student attorney would have the power to sue the University, he said.

Action on the program is expected at the board's March meeting.

Lightle also gave a report on the present status of the search committee to find a new vice president for academic affairs.

The committee was formed to find a successor for vice president for academic affairs, J. Keith Leasure, who will leave the post when a replacement is found.

"While nobody has been eliminated," he said, "the list has been narrowed to 20 or 30 candidates."

The Senate recognized the Coalition of Democratic Rights as an official campus organization.

Harry Vaseen, junior in political science, and Rochelle Bridges, junior in journalism, are running for Student Body President and Vice-President under the sponsorship of the organization.

Evening

Housing

violations
discovered

By Bob Niblack
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Inquiry of 64 off-campus housing facilities has turned up code violations in 10 this year, James Oseberg, supervisor of off-campus housing, said.

The housing office's approval of the housing for next year will be withheld until the violations are corrected, he said. Violations he says have been uncovered are improper storage of flammable materials, unfiled fire extinguishers, improperly marked fire exits, or lack of fire protection between a furnace and habitable areas.

Oseberg would not release the names of the facilities in violation because, he said, in some cases the violations can be easily corrected and may have been corrected already.

The inspection is held annually by the off-campus housing office, Oseberg said. He said about 45 facilities will have been inspected when the project is completed in the next several weeks.

Once the violations are corrected, Oseberg said, the status at University-approved residence halls may be gran ted for next year.

Oseberg said that several fires in approved facilities during the past year discovered on the inspection.

Landlords who own approved housing are usually anxious to comply with the University's standards, Oseberg said, because they need to have their facilities re-approved.

The only problem has been that someone keeps taking the signs, said Bill Martin, graduate assistant at the center.

"But it isn't long before someone, male or female, yells, 'Hey, get us another sign!'" Goepfert said.

In a letter to David Grobe, coordinator for Facilities Planning, George Kiefer, administrative assistant for the Crime Center, suggested the operational name of "Pot Lucks" for unisex toilet areas in the Faner Building. Goepfert said that Kiefer never received a response.

The members of the Crime center are not deterred, though. "It works for us," Goepfert said. "It might not for someone else."
Democrats OK alternate energy plan

WASHINGTON (AP)—A panel of congressional negotiators has reached an agreement Thursday on an energy program that would raise the gasoline tax a penny a gallon and create a new fund to help motorists who buy fuel-efficient cars.

The House approved a plan Thursday that President Ford's energy conservation plan, saying it was "a major step in the right direction" but adding that it was important to fight recession than to reduce U.S. reliance on imported oil.

The proposal of seven Democratic senators and 13 Democratic House members would cost $365 million. But it is still subject to consideration by Democrats in both the House and Senate, before the compromise legislative process.

Rep. John O. Pastore, D-RI., chairman of the Senate panel, and his House counterpart, Rep. Jim Wright, D-Tex., said they hope Ford and congressional Democrats are moving on course to stop the gasoline embargo and end the crisis.

The proposed Democratic program would raise the present four-cent-per-gallon gasoline tax to four cents a gallon within 30 days, and the estimated $365-million-year program would cost about $1 billion to pay for energy development and energy conservation efforts.

Ford's Energy Administrator Frank G. Zarb said last week that Ford's energy program will cost more than $1 billion a year and that the plan is not a "tax cut for energy development and energy conservation efforts."

Ford has proposed a $365-million fund to pay for conservation efforts, which was supported by the House Ways and Means Committee.

The Democratic program would increase the budget deficit by $10 billion a year, if it were adopted.

Ford and other Administration officials have said they will block the $365 million, which AT&T requested on Jan. 31, for the prevention of a crisis.

The program, which has been tentatively approved by the Senate and the House, is designed to give the White House more control over the economy and "will increase our chances for the presidency. "And that's crazy," Ford said. "They have no prospects, no thoughts and no plans for 1980," he said. "I don't think they give a good God damn about 1980."
Higher Education committee kills, passes scholarship bills

By Laura Coleman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Higher Education committee of the Illinois House of Representatives Thursday acted on two bills concerning scholarships, killing one and passing the other in the House floor for a vote.

The bill that was killed would have limited athletic scholarships for out-of-state students to 20 per cent of the total athletic scholarships awarded. Ralph Dunn, R-DuQuoin, member of the committee, said.

The committee also passed a bill which would grant up to four year's worth of tuition scholarships to members of the Illinois National Guard. Dunn said the bill should come to a vote early next week.

By Ross Becker
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

An application to locate a National Academy for Fire Prevention and Control at SIU has been sent to Washington.

In preparation for several months, the application was prepared confidentially by SIU and Southern Illinois, Inc., toE ake a step toward securing outside support. It will be formally announced by Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill., at a news conference Saturday.

The $30 million academy, patterned after the Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy, will conduct research in fire prevention and methods to lower economic losses from fires.

The National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control has found that over $1 billion of the country's resources are wasted annually because of fires. Over 12,000 persons are killed and about 300,000 persons are physically or psychologically injured each year by fires, the commission reported.

The commission said that the United States has the highest per capita death and economic loss rate of any industrialized nation.

After analyzing and disseminating information about fires, the academy will send its findings to fire departments. The academy will serve also as a training center for key fire personnel, develop educational materials and fire prevention and detection techniques. Medical treatment and arson also will be studied at the academy.

The application proposes that the academy be built at the School of Technical Careers site near Carville.

STC is going to be relocated to the main campus. Mandated by the Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, the 10-building academy would employ about 300 people and have a $7 million annual budget.

The academy is "tantamount to having five or six new industries in the area," T. Richard Mager vice president for Development and Services, said. SIU's proposed site "is not in any community so it can truly be an area project," he added.

Criteria for the site, established under section seven of the fire act, requires that the academy be near an interstate highway and the geographic center of the state. The city would also be near an airport and a research-oriented institution. Close proximity to bodies of water and forest land is also required by the act.

The academy will be under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Commerce, who will appoint a site selection committee. The three-member committee will be headed by the academy superintendent.

Final selection of the academy site will be made by Nov. 1, 1976.

By Pat Corcoran
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Felony charges of unlawful restraint have been filed against four suspended Carbondale policemen by the Jackson County state's attorney for allegedly taking a Carbondale man out of town and dumping him on a rural road.

Patrolmen Mel Krekel, Robert Goro and William Holmes and Sgt. Marvin Voss appeared in Jackson County Circuit Court Wednesday afternoon on charges stemming from the alleged dumping of Sylvester Mago, 34-year-old Carbondale man, 30 miles from Carbondale in the Oakwood Bottoms near Grand Tower.

Dejarnett said his office will be interested in investigating the incident.

By Jim Murphy
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Overdue financial aid checks for nearly 800 SIU students should be available by next Wednesday, an official of the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance said Thursday.

Raymond Dejarrett, assistant program director at the student work office, said the Basic Equal Opportunity Grant check, originally designed for distribution at "e beginning of spring semester, will be available Friday.

The BEOG has created virtually a trauma for over 800 students," he said.

Dejarrett said his official of the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance and Student Government Association late last week to student complaints concerning financial aid programs. Those day hearings concluded Thursday in the Vermillion Lounge of the Student Center.

The BEOG check delay was criticized by a number of students who testified before the panel.

Louise Martin, executive assistant to Student President Dennis Sullivan, said the BEOG and the Illinois State Scholarship Board were responsible for the delay.

"I think that these were students who had questions that were answered," she said.

"I think they realized that we are doing the best we can under a rather unusual, peculiar situation," he said in reference to the BEOG delay.

Barnes explained that the check delay was a result of the SIU list of the BEOG in the spring of 1975.

David Yearly, a S&Aff member of the BEOG, who attended a master list in the offices of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in Washington D.C.

Barnes said his office called HEW three times a day on whether to give the SIU list a deferment.

"We've gotten all of the blocks out of the way," he said.
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Editorials

Grandstanding

Gov. Dan Walker's recently announced program calling for drastic reform of Illinois prisons, outlined by David Fogel, executive director of the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, certainly deserves the legislative perusal Walker has requested.

On the face of it, the Walker-Fogel plan would do much to improve a system that, in Walker's estimation, is a "disastrous failure." There can be little disagreement with that assessment. Recidivism estimates go as high as 80 percent. Violence in prison is commonplace and the theory of "decriminalization" is a pitiful myth, according to the Fogel study, conducted at the request of Walker.

Fogel's plan calls for replacements of intermediate sentences, (one to twenty years, for example) with fixed sentences and the abolishment of the parole system. Judges would have the authority to vary sentences on a limited range while fixed terms for particular crimes would be established by law. The parole system now employed would be replaced with a merit system, whereby one day would be cut from an inmate's sentence for each day served with good behavior.

Walker is reportedly vehemently opposed to the current parole system because "approval...might have been based on a good selling job by a skilled actor (inmate) before the Parole and Pardon Board and others who judge his conduct." Walker further extended his disaffection with parole, saying "the neat, presentable, but vicious convict may qualify for more", and "the obvious sexual frustration that accompanies a jail sentence, would improve the current penal system in Illinois."

But, as usual, there is a catch. Walker, in saying that we must "make the lawless law-abiding" acknowledged that, if the proposals become policy, the prison population would double in Illinois. The governor, who has repeated frenetically that "we must hold the line in state spending," failed to determine how much this prison reform will cost. Undoubtedly, with a potential doubling in prison population, another burden would be placed on the already staggering backs of Illinois taxpayers. More prisoners would create a need for more prisons, which would have the authority to vary sentences on a limited range while fixed terms for particular crimes would be established by law. The parole system now employed would be replaced with a merit system, whereby one day would be cut from an inmate's sentence for each day served with good behavior.

Walker and his aides are withholding information about increased costs. Norton Kay, Walker press secretary, said budget increases would not come until fiscal 1977. Kay said Walker merely wanted to get the idea out into the public marketplace and "they are the supporting figures will come later."

Walker, who conveniently announced the "unique" program immediately before traveling to the governor's "state of the state" address in Springfield, has found time to appear on the nationally televised NBC Today program.

Longing for national recognition, our governor has come up with a plan that sounds good if one doesn't consider the financial repercussions. He has yet to say where this money will come from. That is just plain bad judgment for inmates as an inadequately funded legal aid for the elderly and advocated tuition hikes at state universities because, he said, there isn't enough money in the Illinois economy.

Gary Delsohn
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Opinion Pages

"I DON'T THINK IT'S FAIR TO TAKE AWAY FROM THE MEN'S ATHLETIC BUDGET AND GIVE TO THE WOMEN'S!"

High Court moved properly in allowing students due process

Last year over two million students were suspended or expelled from our public school system—most without ever having the opportunity to meet face to face with their accusers, without a chance to defend themselves against the charges.

January 22, the U. S. Supreme Court addressed itself to that issue in connection with a Columbus, Ohio school case. The suit was brought to the Court on behalf of six high school students who were "summarily" suspended from school for ten days "on account of disruptive or disobedient conduct" during a period of student unrest.

After a hotly debated hearing, the Court ruled 5-4 that students faced with suspension or expulsion have "property and liberty interests that qualify for protection under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." That right may not be rescinded for "misconduct" without observing "minimum procedures required by that clause," said Justice Byron White, who delivered the Court's majority opinion.

The ruling, which for the first time establishes the constitutionality of liberty and property rights for students, requires that students be given oral or written notice of the charges against them and that they be allowed to present their version in connection with suspension of ten days or less. In simpler, less serious cases where suspension is for ten days or less, the "hearing" may require no more than an informal discussion between student and administrator. And in cases involving long periods of suspension or expulsion, more formal precautions will be followed: including the right to call witnesses and be represented by counsel.

The Court's ruling, though not eliminating suspension as an "educational tool," will certainly allow the accused student and the disciplinary agency an opportunity to determine and resolve the student's difficulties.

Yet, opponents view suspension as "trivial," not worth the consideration of the Supreme Court, nor the "headaches" it may cause school administrators.

However, since a suspended student is usually denied the chance to make up missed assignments or tests, it seems obvious that a three to ten day layoff will interfere with the students academic standing.

Justice Powell, in a dissenting opinion, worries that the courts have stepped into a "vast new role" in education, claiming that routine operations of the school system, such as grading, promotion and class assignments, will be challenged. "This fear, however, is based upon a misconception of the Fourteenth Amendment and its due process clause. The Court found the right to a free education a form of property and did not suggest that due process would extend to any other area of school procedure than suspension or expulsion."

On this evidence, one must reason that due process requirements would not apply to "routine school decisions" involving grades, promotions or class assignments which are recognized as procedural qualifications within the school system.

Yet, these peripheral arguments cloud the main issue that the Court's decision involves. The essential benefit, one that overrides the misgivings and fears of opponents, will be to insinuate in young people at least a sense of participation in the constitution of their country. It seems ironic that a society which prides itself in the concepts of freedom and democracy for all should deny its basic aspects to the very people they will delegate its preservation. In this respect that the Court's ruling will prove itself a more effective "educational tool" than unrestrained suspension could ever equal.

Ray Hobbs
Graduate Student Journalism

Short Shots

If SIU President Warren W. Brandt begins negotiations with oil companies, maybe he’ll become known as the Shah of Little Egypt.

Kathleen Takemoto

Isn't it wonder that while thousands continue to die of war, famine and pestilence throughout the world, SIU students still have time for a panty raid?

Dave Davis
Ignorant of Christian experience

To the Daily Egyptian:

Although Mr. Hutch seems to be well-educated and informed, it is obvious that he is ignorant of Christian experience. Upon reading the New Testament and other Christian teachings, one finds that He is the true psychological and physical millions with an insight into themselves and a perfect love for others. He has changed many a psychologist or religious leader could dream about. He is an extraordinary, irresistible, not something which society can or cannot sustain.

Herbert Marshall McLuhan does not judge the validity of different beliefs he is truly putting his brain on the shelf.

Susa Burger
Sophomore Psychology

Cartoon 'injuns' offensive

To the Daily Egyptian:

This is in reference to the D.E. cartoon published at the bottom of page 5, Thursday, February 3. It is my opinion that to see it, two nondescript figures, one having a nondescript (though easily provoking the imagination) weapon imprinted through the abdomen (from the back.), were pictured with the following caption: "There's injuns out there all right. But they aren't like injuns you ever seen before."

These comments have some truth. Indians are Native Americans (Injuns) out there, but do you know where? No, they are not all hiding on the wasted acres we have chosen to call "reservations." Cities have them too; in fact, Native Americans live in each of the 50 states, and Canada too, they are probably unlike any "you ever seen before," if you have ever had the opportunity.

And to the cartoonist. This was hardly work of ingenuity. Perhaps both myself and other readers recognized the theme. Correct Herbert Marshall McLuhan was, when he uttered The medium is the message. A message is the medium and the message conveyed, but what was your intended message, if any?

Most of our conceptions about Native Americans have been given to us by distorted history books and mass media channels in the form of stereotypes. This cartoon is no exception, since it perpetuates already established stereotypes. Do you editors see fit to continue misrepresentation of this sort or do you honestly attempt to define your cartoon as no exception, since it supports and perpetuates already established stereotypes? Isn't this a work of creativity or originality.

To the Daily Egyptian:

We're all entitled to our own thoughts and feelings and if you really don't see anything wrong with familiarity in the streets. Mr. Robert M. Baker, I am sure you can find a dog somewhere that might consider you no less than it. Aren't there more worthwhile letters to the editor to take up space in the Daily Egyptian?

Diane Hickman
Academic Affairs

Recent R-T grad's opinion

To the Daily Egyptian:

Having read a couple of articles from the DE that were forwarded to me concerning R-T graduates, I was shocked to learn that "well-qualified graduates are finding good jobs in the industry," as Dr. Lynch points out, the problem of finding a job is not one that the即可 real name. I believe there is a good basic understanding of forestry as a discipline and I agree that it is an indispensable profession. The role of foresters as conservationists is well established. They have formed the backbone of this country's conservation movement.

The last week of January was not an attack on the foresters in question. It was a statement of my proposal of this project the foresters he undertakes in Thompson Woods. This project reminds me of an Army Corps of Engineers. There was no need for any intervention by the foresters in Thompson Woods. The interventions were honorably—to improve the wood, but it has been proven to be difficult to improve upon nature's design.

Ecology is a new discipline that reflects great progress in our understanding of the complex interactions that exist in an ecological community. An ecologist is a scientist and should not be associated with fascist groups. He is a scientist who must have a relative mastery of the older scientific disciplines, including forestry. There is hope that through the study of ecology man finally learn to live in harmony with his environment on this very finite Earth. I wish to make these points:

Not all of the trees being cut down are hollow and rotten. Many are still healthy. I know—I walk through the woods daily.

Thompson Woods is not a wilderness. It is a natural area, designed to provide a lot of people with an exposure to nature. I believe it is important for people to have access to such a natural area and I hope to see our own natural area.

The odds against an SU student being hit by a falling tree are astronomical. The threat of the forest is very small, and any trees that were immediately removed. The threat to the welfare of students is just simply not a realistic problem. It is, I believe, an excuse for an experiment that has turned sour.

The character of the woods has already been changed. There are large open spots and overgrowth is rampant. It will take years to restore the beautiful trees. We have once again sacrificed environmental quality by attempting to interfere with a natural process.

I sincerely hope the foresters stop cutting trees and start cleaning up the mess they have made in Thompson Woods.

Stan Isley
Environmental Science

Letters

Letters to the Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian welcomes expression of diverse opinions from all members of the University community. Letters are subject to editing and are not always published in the order they are received. The editor reserves the right to edit letters. Letters should be typed, double spaced, to correct minor typographical and grammatical errors, and to ensure that material that is overprinted in red or in small type is legible. Please sign all letters by your full name and address. Correspondence should be submitted by the deadline indicated on the cover of the issue.


Cry out

To the Daily Egyptian:

I desire to cry out the words of concern that are being lost on my own. I echo the passage of Isaiah, given of God, ""Oh, my heart! My heart! My heart of my own!"" I believe I speak for myself, before me there was no God formed, I see there shall be none. I will make a way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert.""
Activities

Hillel: ride to temple, 8 p.m., 715 S. University. Campus Crusade for Christ: Bible study, 6:30 p.m., Activities Rooms A and B.
Women's Gymnastics: SIU vs. Louisville, 7:30 p.m., SIU Arena. Southern Players: "Cyrano de Bergerac." 8 p.m., University Theater, Communications Building, also playing March 1. Financial aid hearings: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Vermilion Lounge. Graduate Student Council meeting.

Economist plans Friday food talk
Robert Tetro, United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization Economist (UN-FAO), will speak at noon Friday in Lawson Hall, 175. He will report on what the UN-FAO has done to implement policy statements that came out of last November's World Food Conference in Rome. Tetro was an observer at the Rome meeting, where United Nations member-delegates considered world food problems and needs.
Tetro's visit has been arranged by the SIU-C School of Agriculture.

and speaker, 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Auditorium.
Country Company: 3 p.m. -- awards presentation, 2:30 p.m. -- registration, 1:45 p.m. -- dinner, Ballrooms A and B. Gallery Lounge. Ballrooms C and D. SIU Chemistry Conference dinner, 7 p.m., Dining Room.
Christians Unlimited: 7:30 to 10 p.m., Ohio River Room.
Inter Greek Council: Theta Xi Variety Show, 8 p.m., Shryock Auditorium.
Omega Psi Phi: dances to be determined, Ballrooms A, B and C.
SCAC Film: "Fritz the Cat," time to be determined, Auditorium.
Films: "Betty Boop" and "Kinetic Gazette," time to be determined, Video Lounge.
Latter Day Saints: 12 to 1 p.m., Student Center Room B.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship: 7 to 9 p.m. Student Center Rooms C and D.
Students for Jesus: 7:30 p.m., Upper Room 4001, S. Illinois.
Christian Unlimted: 6 to 10 p.m., Student Center Room C.
Iranian Student Association: 7 p.m., Student Center Rooms A and B.

FOX EAST GATE
WEEK-END LATE SHOWS

FRI-SAT 11:00 P.M. $1.25
ONE OF THE GREAT FILMS OF OUR TIME!
A TRUE GIANT UNFORGETTABLE THE ACTING IS EXTRAORDINARY

Johnny Got His Gun

From the book that sold over a million copies!

SUNDAY AT 11:00 P.M. $1.00
The Magic Christian

The Magic Christian

commits every sin in the book, and then some.

Peter Sellers & Ringo Starr in "The Magic Christian"

With Guest Stars RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH - LEONARD FREY - LAURENCE HARVEY - CHRISTOPHER LEE
SPIKE MILLIGAN - RAQUEL WELCH also starring WILFRED HYDE WHITE - ISABEL JEANS - CAROLINE BLACKSTON

Produced by DENS D'ELL - Directed by JOSEPH McGrath - Executive Producers HENRY T. WEINSTEIN & ANTHONY R. UNGER
Screening by TERRY SOUTHERN, JOSEPH McGrath & PETER SELLERS - From the novel by TERRY SOUTHERN
6 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

"Lenny"

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
Dustin Hoffman
BEST ACTRESS
Valerie Perrine
BEST DIRECTOR
Bob Fosse

BEST SCREENPLAY • BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
A Marvin Worth Production • A Bob Fosse Film
Dustin Hoffman "Lenny"•

Valerie Perrine • Executing Producer
David V. Picker
Screenplay by Julian Barry • Produced by Marvin Worth
Directed by Bob Fosse • United Artists

BARGAIN MATINEES WEEKDAYS!
2 P.M. SHOW MONDAY THRU FRIDAY $1.25
SHOWS DAILY AT 2:00 7:00 9:15
NO INCREASE IN REGULAR EVENING
ADMISSION PRICES!

2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
INCLUDING BEST ACTOR - ART CARNEY!

"HARRY & TONTO"
44th Century Fox Presents • A FILM BY PAUL MAZURSKY
2 P.M. SHOW WEEKDAYS ONLY ADM. $1.25
FRI-SAT-SUN AT 2:10 7:00 9:05 11:15

At The Varsity No. 1

In the

At The Varsity No. 2

Also Starring
Oscar Nominee
Ellen Burstyn
and
Chief Dan George
COLOR DE LUXE

At The SALUKI Cinema

It's about flashers, trashers, muggers, car-
stripplers, punks, drunks, purse grabbers...and two
hard-hat heroes who try
to play cops

CARROLL O'CONNOR
(T.V.'s Archie Bunker!)
ERNEST BORGnine
(COLUMBIA PICTURES)

LAW AND DISORDER
Evenings at 7:00 and 8:45

VARSITY NO. 1 LATE SHOW!
FRIDAY - SATURDAY ONLY!

"The goriest and the sexiest 'Frankenstein' ever filmed."
— Kevin Sanders, ABC-TV

"A perversely fascinating original movie."
— Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek

"The most outrageously gruesome epic ever."
— Bruce Williamson, Playboy

Andy Warhol's
Frankenstein
STARTS 11:30 P.M. ALL SEATS $1.25
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

VARSITY NO. 1 LATE SHOW!
SUNDAY ONLY! ONE SHOWING!
OUTRAGEOUS! AUDACIOUS! SALACIOUS!

Brandishes - His Long, Quick Raper - He Wrought
Carnage and Rapture. Those Who Dared Come Up
Against Him Got Stuck!!

THE FIRST MOVIE RATED X
STARTS 11:30 P.M. ALL SEATS $1.25
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

At The SALUKI Cinema

"Saturday-Sunday! All Seats $1.00

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS
The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams
Case by Case

LIBERTY
The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams
»

Humpelstiltskin
2:00 P.M. ONLY

COLUMBIA PICTURES

The First Movie Rated X

LIBERTY

The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams
Case by Case

© 1974
The House of Glass prison work-release center in Carbondale is embracing a good relationship with the city, Supervisor Tony Polk said. Polk and two former convicts, now working in counseling, met Wednesday with 16 SIU students at a panel session sponsored by the Mae Smith House Council.

"We have a good relationship with Carbondale, the University and Jackson County. They don't hassle us or the residents. The police become running over to us every time a crime is committed," said Polk.

The House of Glass is located at 359 W. Cherry. Prisoners sent to the work-release center are within six months of a scheduled release. There are no armed guards at House of Glass.

"Everyone there is still in prison," said Polk. "We have an account for them 24 hours a day. Any time I don't know where an individual is for an hour, I have to issue an escape warrant."

Polk said some of the rules may seem strict, but they are necessary because community pressure could destroy the program. "We are susceptible to community pressure. They're not going to close Menard if there is trouble, but community pressure can close us. I'm not going to let any one individual jeopardize the program," he said.

Bob Pierson, a former convict, described the prisoners at the work-release center as "PR men creating an image in the community. They have to realize they represent other guys. Some guy will do crazy stuff and get himself put back in.

Once a prisoner in the work-release program gets into trouble and is sent back, he makes it more difficult for other prisoners to get out on the work-release program, according to both Pierson and Polk. Pierson, 23, was convicted of murder before he was 18. He said he probably would have ended up back in prison if it was not for the House of Glass.

He now is a counselor at Hill House Counseling Center. Pierson said he was counseling while he was at the House of Glass and showed him the alternatives he had so he was not forced to "run back to Chicago."

Ron Denim, 35, a convicted bank robber, is now a counselor at Hill House and the Marion Correctional Center. He said one reason why ex-convicts often have trouble going straight is because they do not have any straight friends.

Study probes cancer

CHICAGO (AP) - The University of Chicago has received a National Cancer Institute grant for $175,000 to study early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer.

Dr. A.R. Moossa, who will be principal investigator under the contract, said, "It is obvious that pancreatic carcinoma is diagnosed too late in the vast majority of cases. A concentrated effort in early diagnosis is clearly indicated, since the disease ranks fourth after lung, colon and rectal and breast cancer in mortality statistics."

The research will be coordinated with similar NICHD-funded studies at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn. and the Shriner-Kettering Institute in New York.

...
Problems of working family probed in day-long University conference

Helena Z. Lopata, chairman of the Sociology Department at Lopata University in Chicago will be the keynote speaker at the "Working Family" conference to be held from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday at the Student Center.

"OccupationHousewife" and "Sowdown in an American City", will speak on the topic "Changing Commitments to Work and Family Among College-Educated Women and Their Future Consequences" from 11 a.m. to noon in the Student Center Auditorium.

The conference, which is free, is sponsored by SIU's Women's Programs, Graduate Student Council, the Psychology and Child and Family Departments, Human Services and Psychology Women's Caucus.

The conference was developed to encourage discussions among persons with similar problems related to rearing children and working outside the home, said Ginny Britton, coordinator of Women's Programs.

Three workshops will begin the conference from 9:30 to 11 a.m. Sheila West of the Psychology Women's Caucus will conduct the workshop "Motivation for Childrearing: The Childless Family", the Student Center Activity Room C. West will present a review of research motivations, informal presentations by a panel of experts regarding concerns about children and special problems faced by childless couples.

Mary Ellen Edmondson of Family Economics and Management will conduct a seminar, "Financial Costs of Children" in the Student Center Kaskaskia Room. Costs involved in pregnancy, childbirth and raising children will be discussed.

The workshop, "Role of the Father, the Children's Parent" will be headed by Debbie Michels of the Psychology Women's Caucus. Michels will speak about fathering and how job and parenting can be combined.

Sherry Seibert of the Psychology Women's Caucus will lead a workshop entitled "Adoption" from noon to 1 p.m. in the Kaskaskia Room. Seibert will conduct a workshop on adoption procedures involved in adoption. She will offer information on adoption for single persons and foreign adoption.

Britton will conduct a workshop on "Myths and Realities of the Career Family". 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium. Problems and suggestions for the future will be discussed.

The German Club will present a German comedy film by Gerhardt Hauptmann entitled "Der Biberpelz" (The Beaver Coat) at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Morris Library Room 1003 S. Oakland Ave.

Caucus and Planning will conduct the workshop "In Transition: Effects of Pregnancy" in the Kaskaskia Room. Berdine Seibert and Sandra Webster, both of the Psychology Women's Caucus, will lead the conference with workshops from 2:30 to 4 p.m. Students will hear about "Positive Aspects of Combining Career and Family Throughout the Life Cycle" in the Kaskaskia Room. Webster will discuss issues of equal sharing of parental responsibilities and benefits in the workshop, "Equal Parenting".

Beg your pardon

Dr. Barry A. Fiedler, immunologist at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center in Chicago, will present a graduate seminar at 11 a.m. Friday in room 168 of the Agriculture building.

The seminar is entitled "Polyelectrolyte Interactions: Antibody Pro teins and Their Future Applications" and is sponsored by the SIU department of microbiology. The public is invited.
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Police movie misses mark despite acting by O'Connor

By Michael Hawley
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Based on previous film and television roles of Carroll O'Connor and Ernest Borgnine, you expect "Law and Disorder" to be a typical American police comedy played for crude laughs and cheap drama. And to a point, those expectations are met.

But the film was directed and written by a Czechoslovakian, Ivan Passer, who unavoidably allowed for something different to take shape. The screwball comedy is put to bed with a morality play on the soullessness of American urban living. The result is interesting, fragmented, but ultimately, it does not work.

Willie (Carroll O'Connor) and Cy (Ernest Borgnine) were friends since childhood. They grew up in New York City, and now live with their families in a crime-ridden rise. Tired of the car-strippers, burglars and muggers they are led to believe they contend with daily, they organize an auxiliary policemen's union to protect their neighborhood and families.

Willie and Cy are not happy men. Willie has reluctantly driven a taxi all his life, and his dream of buying a soullessness shape. The screwball comedy is put to bed with a morality play on the soullessness of American urban living. The result is interesting, fragmented, but ultimately, it does not work.

Unlike "Husbands," which deals with a somewhat similar theme, "Law and Disorder" does not have the single-mindedness of focus and bite that "Our Man in Havan" and "Disorder" spread itself too thin.

Another element that makes one uncomfortable with Passer's film is its decidedly European influence on it. Passer, whose only other American film was "Born to Win," is missing the appropriate feelings needed to sustain a credible mood of such an American type film.

From the opening traveling shot of New York City's skyline, the film has a misplaced feeling within it. It is possible that this type of "observing through a stranger's eyes" could be pulled off in an interesting way, but "Law and Disorder" now playing at the Saluki Cinema, just doesn't make it.

Winning isn't everything

NEW YORK (AP) -- The nation's landscape is dotted with shrines to past presidents, but now according to the 179th edition of Rand McNally's "Discover Historic America," there's one dedicated to past non-presidents.

In a rare tribute to the losers, the Gallery of Also-Rans, located in Norristown, Pa., displays memories of only the unsuccessful candidates for the presidency of the United States.

Did You Know

By Moses Robbins

1. The famous "I'm no tailor!" scene from "Gone with the Wind" that Scarlett was in fact made by a tailor. According to writer George Vizard in 1977, not many fans know that "I'm no tailor!" scene was actually sewn by a Springfield College tailor at the same time the movie was being shot. University tailors William Morgan and WilliamJ. Smith sewed the gown worn by Vivien Leigh.

2. It also says that two men from a Springfield prep school in 1865, W. F. P. D. and W. L. H., wrote the songs for "Springfield College March." Some of the songs included were "The Graduation March," "The Graduation March" was also sung by the "Fourth of July" and "The Graduation March." This song was also sung throughout the country.

A recent medical report on aging showed that one-third of the people over the age of 65 have more than one ailment. This report showed that the average person has a heart rate of 80 beats per minute. Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States.

Ever wonder who is the best football player in your class? The athlete leader in your class is probably the one who has a career mark of 80. I bet you didn't know.

Colleges Life Ins. Co.
306 W. Main
Carbondale
549-285
APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER & FALL
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
SIU APPROVED FOR SOPHOMORES and UP

We Feature:
3 Bedroom Split Level
Air Conditioned, Fully Carpeted and Furnished Apartments
Set Up For 3 or 4 Students
Starting at $125.00 per person for entire Summer Term

WE ALSO HAVE other Apartments Accomodating from 1 to 5 Students
Starting at: $100.00 PER PERSON FOR THE Entire Summer Term.

WE OFFER A '75.00 REBATE
To Summer Residents Remaining for the Academic Year 1975–1976

The Complex Features:
★ A Swimming Pool
★ Air Conditioning
★ Walled to Wall Carpeting
★ Mature Environment w/24 Hour Personal Attention
★ Pub & Game Room
★ Cable T.V. Service
★ Outdoor Gas Grill
★ Individual Contracts
★ CLOSE to Campus

1207 S. Wall
457-4123 or after 5 p.m.
549-2884
Office Hours:
9-5 Weekdays
and 11-3 Saturdays
Former Johnson press secretary will speak at SIU on constituencies

George Reedy, press secretary to the late President Lyndon B. Johnson, will lecture on "New Constituencies in the American Political Process" at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Morris Library Auditorium.

Reedy has written several books about politics including: "Who Will Do Our Fighting For Us?", "The Twilight of the Presidency" and "The Presidency is Flux.

Reedy is now dean and Nieman professor in the College of Journalism at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

In the 1950's, Reedy was executive director of the U.S. Senate Democratic Policy Committee and special assistant to the Senate majority leader. In 1961, he was special assistant to Vice President Johnson before becoming special assistant and press secretary to President Johnson in 1962.

The lecture will be sponsored by the Political Science Department and the University Lecture Committee. It is open to the public and is free of charge.

Projects continue

NEW YORK (AP)—As it begins its second decade, the Partners of the Americas people-to-people organization has conducted 377 projects, worth $6,047,287 through its 43 partnerships.

Pregnant? Need Help?

A recording hotline is available at all hours from 1-526-4545. All calls are handled confidentially by experienced counselors. Phone collect if necessary. If you have a friend who needs advice, urge her to call.

Birdwell, a Well Logging Service Company

WILL BE ON CAMPUS FOR INTERVIEWS

March 4, 1975

- ELECTRICAL SCIENCE & SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGISTS

Contact Your Placement Office
For Appointment

Birdwell Division

When you need a calculator—
you need it now.

No waiting for delivery. Your University Calculator Center has the largest inventory of quality units available anywhere. Plus, we specialize in the calculator requirements of the college student.

University
Book Store

University Calculator Center

SR-50: Science and engineering majors will recognize the problem-solving power of this slide rule calculator. The single-function 40-key keyboard provides the means for split-second solutions to complex calculations. Performs logarithmic, trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. Find roots, reciprocals, factorials, powers—and more. Select degree or radian mode—then, if you need—convert solutions with the D-R key. Modern algebraic logic. $124.95.
4 week special at

Bonaparte's Retreat

"Mad Man McCormick has been challenged to beat Schlitz' all time club record of 450 1/2 barrels -- if this is done, we will have ONE NIGHT OF FREE BEER AFTER SPRING BREAK."

Every Tuesday
All the beer you can drink

$2.00

Every Wednesday

F O L O A T I N G

Progressive Night

Up Your Alley
6-7 20c draft
7-8 25c draft
8-9:30 30c draft

B.R.'s
progressive continues
plus
50c Highballs

Every Thursday

Up Your Alley
16oz. draft
35c
3:00 till

B.R.'s
"Send a honey where it's sunny"
BIKINI contest
FREE admission

Every Friday

Up Your Alley
16 oz. draft
35c
3:00 till

B.R.'s
25c Schlitz
Malt Liquor
$1.00 Admission

Every Saturday

Up Your Alley
16 oz. draft
35c
3:00 till

B.R.'s
25c Schlitz
Malt Liquor

*1.50 admission for couples
Study shows few use pass-fail option

By Rob Hill  
Student Writer

The average SIU student who has taken a course for pass-fail credit is likely to be an upperclassman, single and over 21, according to a study by the Office of Institutional Research and Studies.

The study, which was requested during the summer, 1972, by the Joint Standing Committee on Undergraduate Education, was researched by Institutional Research.

The committee dealt with fall quarter, 1973 as a sample population.

During that quarter, there were 2,516 individual registrations (3.1 per cent of the total registrations) taking advantage of the pass-fail option, while 75,950 (96.9 per cent of registrations) were in traditionally graded courses. A total of 323 registrations were 1.5 per cent in courses that were mandatory pass-fail.

Registrations refer to the total number of registrations in all the classes offered. One student might have up to seven registrations.

Out of the 88 academic units offered at SIU, 48 offered courses for pass-fail credit, but students took advantage of this option in less than half (39) of all the departments on campus.

The College of Liberal Arts offered the greatest number of pass-fail courses. The 204 pass-fail courses offered by the college represented 51.5 per cent of all elective pass-fail registrations.

The College of Business and Administration lead the other units of the university with 4.6 per cent of its students taking pass-fail courses, compared to the College of Liberal Arts had 4.6 per cent, and the College of Science had 2.9 per cent of its students taking pass-fail credit.

Faculty members also were questioned on this survey. Although some faculty were opposed to pass-fail courses, the majority appeared to accept the system in its present condition as a practical alternative to traditional grading.

Administrators interviewed also were relatively satisfied with the current system but voiced opinions to the right of a student having an opportunity to change the pass-fail grade to a traditional grade after the end of the quarter.

Most employers surveyed expressed approval of pass-fail credit only in courses outside of a student's major area.

A marked difference in class level was evident in the numbers of students who took pass-fail credit. Freshmen made up only 4.6 per cent of the total students who took pass-fail, while seniors made up 17.5 per cent of the total.

Students who received pass-fail credit performed as well or better than expected, but they did not perform as well with respect to expected performance as non-pass-fail students enrolled in the same courses, according to the report.

The questionnaire that was sent to all students who took courses pass-fail during the quarter, most of those questioned responded favorably to the system. Students said they enjoyed the pass-fail courses about the same as traditional courses, and perceived themselves as being equally motivated as in traditionally graded courses. Students said they generally used pass-fail as a means to decrease the pressures of competing for grades in fields of study other than their own.
Films

"Alec: Doesn't Live Here Anymore"—University 4, No. 1: Ellen Burstyn stars in this comedy about a 35-year-old widow who sets out to find a new life with her young son.

"Andy Warhol's Frankenstei"—Varsity, Friday and Saturday late show. The first Warhol-Paul Morrissey film to receive an X-rating for its blood and gore, rather than its kinky sex and nudity.

"The Apprenticeship of Daddy Karvids"—University 4, No. 3: A hard, but touching story of a young money-crazed Jewish Canadian who loses most of his sensitivity and friends on the way to the top.

"The Erotic Adventures of Zorro"—Varsity, Sunday late show.

"First Annual International Computer Film Festival"—Student Center Auditorium, 3 p.m. Sunday: Four hours of computer films selected by judges from the festival comprise this program which will be repeated continuously through 11 p.m. Admission is 75 cents.

"Fritz the Cat"—Student Center Auditorium, Friday and Saturday, Political and social satire as attempted through Ralph Bakshi's full-length X-rated cartoon.


"Harry and Tonto"—Varsity II: An old, retired schoolteacher and his cat make a trek across America to visit his children.

"Johnny Got His Gun"—Fox Eastgate, Friday and Saturday late show: Early Timothy Bottoms as an armless and legless victim of war. An alleged anti-war film.

"Law and Disorder"—Saluki Cinema: This film is reviewed in today's Daily Egyptian.

"Lenny"—Varsity I: Director Bob Fosse and scriptwriter Julian Barry make the black and white halo over Lenny Bruce's head glow too brightly, but the film is compelling and should be seen anyway.

"The Magic Christian"—Fox Eastgate, Sunday late show. Based on the billing Terry Southern novel purporting that every man has his price.

"Sheila Levine Is Dead (and living in New York)"—University 4, No. 2

—Michael Hawley

Voice coach

will present

free lecture

John Wustman, accompanist and voice coach, will spend Tuesday and Wednesday visiting SIU.

Wustman will give a free lecture-demonstration open to the public at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Home Economics Auditorium, assisted by 11 SIU-C music students. He will hold a master class for selected students in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel starting at 9:30 p.m. A teacher of vocal literature and accompanying, Wustman has served as a member of the International Hugh Well Society. He has also been a Fulbright exchange professor in Uruguay, Argentina and Peru. Wustman has been musical director of the Santa Fe Opera Company's apprentice program.

Forestry head

takes Idaho job

A.A. Mosleini, forestry department chairman, has resigned effective March 1, to become associate dean and associate director of the experiment station in the College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences of the University of Idaho at Moscow.

ABC LIQUOR STORE
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Gordon's $7.00

This Week-end

$4.19

OFF on full Quart

ABC LIQUOR STORE

Sale

Gordon's $7.00

This Week-end

$4.19

OFF on full Quart

HEAVEN HILL

Vodka

$2.89

5th

Cutty Sark

Scotch

$5.99

5th

NELSON COUNTY FULL Bourbon QUART

$4.98

Sour Mash

6 yr. old 90°

HEAVEN HILL

Gin

$2.89

5th

ANTIQUE Bourbon

$3.99

5th

6 yr. old 86°

ANTIQUE

6 yr. old 86°

VINYA ROSE

$1.49

5th

SANGRIA

by Bardenheier

$79c

Richard's STRAWBERRY

FIELDS

$79c

5th

109 N. Washington

Ph. 457-2721

109 N. Washington

Ph. 457-2721
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IM Powerlifting Meet held

Jim Simko, a senior from Mount Pulaski, Ill., took home the Best Lifter trophy Wednesday night at the SIU Intramural Powerlifting Meet at Pulliam Hall.

Simko, who weighed 146 pounds, had an incredible combined weight total of 1,065 pounds. That netted him the trophy for lifting the most weight in accordance with his body weight.

Eight other SIU male students entered the meet, which was sponsored by the SIU Weightlifting Club. Each entry competed in the bench press and deadlift.

The winners in each class were decided by combining their biggest lifts in each category. Each participant had three attempts at each lift.

In the 132-pound class, Clay Demattei was the only entry, so he was declared the winner. His total weight was 770 pounds. Simko was also a lone entry in the 148-pound class.

The toughest competition came in the 181-pound class, where four guys lifted their best. Vice Davis won with a combined weight total of 1,120 pounds. His closest competitor was Bill Barminski, who totaled 980 pounds.

Steve Malcrawski won the 198-pound class with a total weight of 925 pounds. He, too, was the only entry in his class.

In the heavyweight division, Tom Illipolito, a member of the SIU baseball team, totaled 1,100 pounds to beat his only opponent. Jim Belton, who ranked up 750 pounds.

The meet was organized and conducted by Don Brandshaw, president of the SIU Weightlifting Club.

Squids travel

The SIU Squids wheelchair basketball team will face the Tokpeka Chairmen in regional tournament play Saturday at Tokpeka, Kan. The winner will advance to sectional play in Minneapolis, Minn.

Robinson eyes DH role while Boog plays first

By Michael A. Chilak
Associated Press Writer

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — The Cleveland Indians made a trade this week that will keep player-manager Frank Robinson on the bench more than he expected.

And Robinson said Wednesday it's nothing but good news to him.

He was referring to the Indians' trade with the Baltimore Orioles for power hitter Boog Powell.

Powell and pitcher Don Hood went to Cleveland in exchange for catcher Dave Duncan and outfielder Alvin McGraw.

When asked if Powell's addition to the squad will eliminate the time Robinson spends batting in the cleanup spot, he said, "Thank goodness, yes. I dreaded the idea of having to play first so much.

"The trade wasn't just because he could hit the long ball," Robinson said. "He can play first every day and give us a solid infield."

He said he possibly will play first base "once in awhile to give Boog a rest."

That will leave Robinson free to attack the Indians' designated hitter more often, he said.

Robinson, the first black manager in the major leagues, met the media and doormen of fans Wednesday at H.P. Carlisle Field, Cleveland's spring training headquarters.

Unflustered as usual, he posed for snapshots with fans and repeated responses to questions he has been hearing for weeks.

"We're going to do the work necessary to have a winning team," he said of spring training.

When he said "we," he meant it, reached Tom McCraw and 17 other players who reported early, ran with them and took batting practice Wednesday morning.

Pitchers and catchers begin workouts Thursday and the rest of the squad will arrive Monday.

The International Student Council thanks

the following persons and departments of our University for having co-operated in making the 1975 International Festival the best and most successful ever:

Mr. & Mrs. Warren W. Brandt
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Swinburne
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Serfass
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Chu
Mr. & Mrs. Jared Dorn
Prof. George Nadaf
Mr. Larry Richardson
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Wrestlers try to advance

It's do or die weekend. They're playing for all the marbles. No matter how one wants to phrase it, the STL wrestling team has one of its last opportunities to prove how tough they are this season.

Coach Linn Long took his squad up to Penn State Thursday for Friday and Saturday competition in the Eastern Qualifying rounds of the NCAA.

Basically, the Railers will be looking to qualify several individuals for the championship that will be held at Princeton March 13-15. Each team represented at the regional can have one man in each of the 16 weight classes.

Long said he thinks some of his young veterans will have the best chance to qualify for the finals. The most obvious would be Mark Hansen. Hansen won the regional championship at 177 last year and will compete at 167 this year. His record is 14-6-6.

Other likely qualifying prospects are Goldman, 144; Clyde Ruffin, 167; Fred How, 161-1-1 and Jim Whisenhunt, 185.

It was learned late Thursday that Dale Eggers, freshman 126-pound wrestler, tore a cartilage in his right knee and will undergo corrective surgery Saturday. As a result, SIU will not wrestle in the 126 class.

Bonaparte's Retreat

Friday & Saturday

EASY STREET

Check B.R.'s other ad in today's D.E.

Up Your Alley

Behind B.R.'s

213 E. Main

Bonaparte's Retreat

Friday & Saturday

EASY STREET

Check B.R.'s other ad in today's D.E.

On the 1975 Model F 587W

Stereo Sound System

MODEL F587W

TUNER/AMPLIFIER WITH BUILT-IN RECORD CHANGER
AND 8-TRACK CARTRIDGE TAPE PLAYER

Featuring built-in Stereo Precision record changer, Micro-Touch 3G Tone Arm, built-in 8-Track Tape Player, Allegro 1000 speaker system, solid-state AM/FM/8-Track FM tuner, "Digilizer" automatic AM/FM/FM dial scale selector and sound controls. This Zenith Allegro system is equipped with a built-in 2 x 2 speaker matrix circuit. A slide switch located on the rear of the unit activates the speaker matrix circuit.

$23800

Offer available Feb. 28, 1975 to March 7, 1975

Open Monday
Evenings until 8:30

Got a component problem? Just pick up the phone and call or stop by and talk to our stereo expert. Remember, we are your fair price, fair deal component center.
Mel stays home

(continued from page 20)

"When I first got home, I was going to either St. Louis or Wisconsin," Hughlett explained, "but I decided I'd been away from home long enough. Assistant coach Paul Henry (of SU) ran me into at a super-
target and told me to go see Coach Lambert."

It didn't take much to convince the big hometown. While in Lincoln, Nebraska, he was able to watch Nebraska's Robert Parish flourish in a
town product. Besides that, he knew Salukis Tony Abrams and Mike Glenn from summer basketball and had known Joe C. Meriweather and Ridick Boynton since their freshman years at SU.

"I think it's an advantage, because I know a lot of players in junior college who played in their hometowns," he said. "When I came in, I

think they were trying to break me in gradually because they realized the
greatness of coming back to my hometown.

"They're certainly fair about playing who's best and who's working hardest, so I'm not worried." Hughlett said.

Hughlett, himself, often was accused of not working particularly hard when he prepared in Carbondale. Many fans held him accountable for the

team's failure to make an expected journey to the state tournament.

Now he's playing against one of the best big men around in

Meriweather every day at practice, and the feeling is that it's really

helped him beak down.

"I had to be as good as they wanted me to be in high school," Hughlett said, "and that was hard. Playing against Joe, though, has done a lot for me.

"It has improved my anticipation a lot and has made me move better, because he moves so well," the backup man said. "I've learned to go to

the boards, and he's forced me to be a lot stronger to nullify his
counters.

Hughlett is the obvious successor to the All-America center that

graduates in May, but like Saluki fans, he would prefer to see a big, talented freshman or transfer brought in instead. Not only would the

Salukis be likely to fare much better, but that would free Hughlett for a

forward spot, his first love.

"I understand they're trying to get a 6-9 or 6-10 man, but they're run-
ing into difficulties," he remarked. "Most of the super blue chippers have decided where they're going. If we can make it to a post-season
tournament, though, that would make it a lot easier.

Hughlett, who shot frequently from outside as a prepster, sees the wing position as a natural fit for him. Hughlett is not just a wing, though, that would require some readjustments.

"Playing against Joe has hurt my outside defense some," he reasoned. "At Vincennes, I stopped 5-10 and 6-04 guys, but I've lost some of my

quickness."

"On offense next year, I need to improve my left-handed shooting, and, like everybody, my outside shooting can be improved," he added.

"Defensively, I need to work on timing—knowing when to adjust and react."

Hughlett has a long way to go to match other hometown stars like Phil

Spence of North Carolina State or Wesley Cox of Louisville. He has even

farther to travel to assimilate the play of the man he tries to pattern himself after—George McGinnis.

He's as big and strong as McGinnis, but nowhere near as quick. But then, SIU isn't in the ABA, either, so Hughlett still may be on the road to

satisfying the Arena multitudes of the next two years.

Gymnasts win one, then face Huskers

One down, one big one to go.

That's how the Saluki gymnasts' two-event rout Friday night's three

spot match with the Nebraska-Omaha Cornhuskers was described.

The Salukis hammered Oklahoma into submission, 137.5-130.80 in

Norman, Oklahoma Wednesday night, then faced a far greater task Sat-

day night.

The Cornhuskers immediately stole SIU's first place national ranking last weekend, totaling an
even 221 points for the best in the country this year. The Salukis had notched over 220 just Saturday after-

noon.

Wednesday's 215-plus total ranks as the top Saluki score on the road this year. The meet produced other-

wise unusual results, with senior Jim

Ivancic coating home with all the

around title and bars in the parallel

bars and high bars.

The Salukis got off to a limping

start in floor exercise, with Steve

Shephard's 8.66 for fourth place

the best on the team. Specialists Eddie

Hendrix and Tony Hanson scored the

ball rolling, though, with a 1.3

finish on the pommel horse, scoring

9.25 and 9.1, respectively.

Ivancic, fourth on the horse, finished second to teammate Jack


Halberg and Jim McPaff placed first and tied for third, respectively, in


Then Ivancic took over with a

season-high 9.5 on the parallel bars, miles ahead of Laurie's second

place 9.1. Glen Tisdal was third with 8.6, and Hallberg tied for

fourth with 8.4.

In the final event, the high bars, Ivancic's 9.4 was backed up by

Gary Wallace's 9.2 third. Ivancic's all-around total of 44.75

topped second place Hallberg by

3.3. Kim Wall of SIU finished fourth with 40.25.

Soccer slate

3:15 a.m.

-Dragons vs. BF's

9 a.m.

-Pet-First Group vs. Pierce

Olympians

9:46 a.m.

-Sigma Tau Gamma vs. Latinos

10:30 a.m.

-Arabs vs. M.C. Ecker

11:15 a.m.

-Arabs vs. Peoton-Toted

-
While Salukis fade, Hughlett arises

By Ron Sutton  
Daily Egyptian Sports Editor

Hopefully, it's too early to look ahead to next season, but we must consider the value to the Saluki basketball team yet this year.

On the other hand, hopefully Charles Melvin Hughlett is going to be of considerable value to the Saluki basketball team yet this year.

While the teams were continuing to fade out of the limelight Tuesday night at Detroit, the 6-foot-4 Carbonate native suddenly found himself somewhat in the area of center ring.

The immediate transfer reaction with his best SIU effort in his two-month career, collecting seven points and six rebounds in both a half game. It wasn't enough to put the Salukis on top, but it was probably the main difference between a Detroit runaway and another frutious close-call for the Salukis.

"He did a good job offensively and defensively against Detroit," Saluki coach Paul Lambert praised after the game.

**Four teams still trucking in IM basketball playoffs**

**By Ron Sutton**  
**Daily Egyptian Sports Editor**

Bad News will face, Synchronized, and Grills Without will meet the Little Men in Sunday afternoon’s semifinal intramural basketball playoffs at the SIU Assembly Hall.

The four teams advanced through questionable action Thursday night in hopes of reaching Monday night’s finals following the SIU-Creighton game.

Bad News had the easiest time, bouncing the Chinks, 59-86. Ralph Harmsfeger scored 15 and Tim Stried 14 for the winners, pulled away from a 29-24 margin midway through the third period.

Bad News led by about 10 most of the first half. Before halftime, they outscored the losers 21-10 in the final stanza. Tom Odum led the Chinks with 14 points.

In the other lower bracket quarterfinal, Synchronized scored the final 11 points to turn a close contest into a rout, 54-42, over the Pierce Olympians. The losers had pulled within one on a five-point play—thanks to a technical—but Synchronized pulled itself together in the final three minutes with some clutch free throw shooting.

Hugh Prayle and Bob Westberg had 16 and 14, respectively, for the winners, while Gary Sackman topped the Pierce Olympians with 20.

Grills Without pulled away from Bonaparte's early in the second half for its 72-64 victory. Roger Deereman hit three straight baskets as the winners roared ahead 47-36 from a 35-34 half-time lead.

Deereman finished with 16 points, backing up Tom Bernahl, who led the winners with 24. Bob Kazap topped Bonaparte's with 19.

The Little Men almost threw away what looked like a sure win in edging Louise Boys, 43-41. The winners led 13-2 after the first quarter, but fell into a halftime tie and had to fight from behind in the fourth quarter.

Mike Breugge topped the Little Men with 12 points, followed by Bob Gabbe with 11, but it was Don Hoffman's two clutch free throws in the closing minute which iced the victory. Tom Verpale had 16 for Louise Boys.

By Dave Wieczorek  
**Daily Egyptian Sports Writer**

This space is usually taken up by a subject concerning local issues, but things have been relatively quiet on the SIU campus this week so I decided to shed a little light on something that gets a little ink by the Daily Egyptian—NBA basketball.

Professional basketball is very popular with many students, especially fans of the Chicago Bulls. That's a good place to start, too, with Dick Motta's changes.

The Bulls have the best opportunity in you know what were the playoffs, still some two months away. This is not only due to the addition of Nate Thurmond, another star attacking on to Chicago style of ball.

As much as we would like to say the Bulls will win the Western Division this year it would be wrong to count Golden State out. The Warriors, in the Pacific, and the Bulls both have comfortable leads in their respective divisions and should meet for the Western Division title.

I've been a Bulls fan since the franchise started back in the NBL days, but even the American most dedicated of sports fans to them does not extend as far as to say the Bulls will win the NBA crown. They won't—unless the Boston Celtics decide to go on a Caribbean cruise during the playoffs.

The early favorite for the title has to be the defending champions Boston. Starting five, led by John Havlicek and Dave Cowens, is just about impeccable, and the Celtic bench is so strong, they don't even talk about missing one of the better defensive and offensive guards in the league, Don Chadby, when he jumps to the ABA next season.

If something should sidetrack the Celtics, which is unlikely the way I see it, that leaves the Bulls, or possibly Washington. The Bullets have boasted the best record in the NBA all season. Washington and Boston are fairly equal in bench strength, but Boston has the better starters.

Buffalo will challenge Boston, but with Ernie D still recuperating from knee surgery they'll finish second in the Atlantic Division. The Braves still have to learn that to win the NBA title, tough defense is the name of the game.

The NBA 32-game schedule spread over six months is grueling and punishing and every year injuries play a key role in determining who wins the title.

Detroit, Washington, Buffalo, Portland, and, to a certain extent, Milwaukee, have all suffered from injuries. The first three can still recover in time to keep their playoff hopes alive. Portland and Milwaukee, with the early season losses of the ex-UCLA stars—Bill Walton and Jabbar—dye themselves into a hole that even those giants can't climb out of.

Under the new playoff system, the first two teams in each division will earn a spot in the playoffs and the next best team in each of the Western and Eastern Divisions will go to the playoffs.

Because of this system, the class of the New York Knicks may not be missing from the playoffs. Right now they are lighting for the wild card spot in the East with the Houston Rockets.

Anything can happen in the NBA but I think it's safe to say that Los Angeles Lakers and retired Jerry West, will be sorely missed. The Pacific Division kings for the past decade don't have the talent it takes even to win the wild card.

My pre-playoff predictions are for the Bulls to beat the Warriors for the Western title and then lose to Boston in the championship round. Sorry devoted Bulls fans.

Friday: 54

Wit 'n Whiz-dom

**Daily Egyptian Sports**

Thurmond, Bulls can't win it all

**By Dave Wieczorek**  
**Daily Egyptian Sports Writer**

Mel Hughlett rises for a two-pointer in the Salukis' first game against Detroit, which SIU won, 95-62 at the Arena. (Staff photo by Jim Cook)
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